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General Motors Offers Simple And Easy To Grip Car Mounts Via Amazon With Life Time
Guarantee

Date : Apr 14, 2015
Car mount holder is a unique option to keep oneâ€™s cell phone in safe while driving. General
Motors offers best car mount with easy grip and 360 rotational features on Amazon.com.

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Life is just impossible to run on without a cell phone nowadays. It is hard to believe that one can
step out of his home without cell phone. Most of the people depend on cell phone for its multitasking
features. From emailing to listening music or social media chatting to browsing internet, cell phone is
a unique solution. Little often a cell phone can be the cause of mishap while driving a car. But these
kinds of situations can be avoided in using car mount for cell phone. One can use this car mobile
holder as camera holder too. General Motors offers easy to grip Universal Mobile Phone car Mount
Holder Cradle for Dashboard Windshield for different kinds of cell phones. This car mount holder is
really good to grip iPhone 6/6 or 5S or 5C or 5 or 4S or 4 or 3GS while driving a car. Â
Nevertheless, a user can use this car mount holder for Samsung Galaxy S5 set or S4 or S3 or S2.
GM car mount holder cradle is also applicable to hold the cell phones of HTC one or 8X or 8S as
well as Blackberry Q10 and Z10, LG Optimus G or Nexus 4. Its concise and larger holder feature
makes it perfect to grip most of the cell phones of various companies and it holds cell phones so
tightly that prevents devices from failing or moving around even while one drives car so fast. GM
offers real rubber mount with high suction power and it will not be damaged under fire.
The joint of this car mount is made with metal and it comes with life time guarantee. The 2 step
locking lever offers extra mounting support for multiple surfaces. The 360 degree rotation feature
provides flexibility to this car mount, so it is perfect to be used as camera car mount. Its 360 degree
rotation feature offers each and every viewing angle so clear that one can put his camera easily into
this camera holder car mount to capture the road trip record while driving. This car mount is
exclusively available on Amazon.com and sold by Net Tech Officials.Â It is one of the best car
mount to drive safe and easily available on Amazon at best price.
About GM Grip Easy Universal Mobile Phone Car Mount Holder:
General Motors offers unique car mount which is suitable to hold iPhone, Samsung, HTC and more.
It can hold large screen iPhone for its strong suction power. Its gel grip pad allows the car mount to
be used on different surfaces and it is easy to remove from the surface. It comes with life time
guarantee. Â
For more information, please visit
http://www.amazon.com/Universal-Dashboard-Windshield-Rotation-Different/dp/B00T3M7D9C
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